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Chapter 70 School Funding FAQ
his summary is provided to answer some
frequently asked questions about Chapter 70
state aid. It is based on information from the
Mass. Department of Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education and the Mass
Budget and Policy Center. Please note
this is not an “ofﬁcial” guide, it has been
prepared by Rep. Cutler as a service to
constituents.
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that quantiﬁes the minimum level of funding for
each school district. The goal of the formula is to
ensure that every district has sufﬁcient resources
to meet its Foundation Budget spending level,
through a combination of local property taxes and
state aid. The Foundation Budget and the Local
Contribution are the two key parts of the formula,
though there are also some additional wrinkles.
These terms will be explained further below.

WHAT IS CHAPTER 70 AID? Chapter
70 aid is the common name for state aid
distributed to our schools throughout
Massachusetts. Chapter 70 aid ﬂows directly to
each school district, whereas Unrestricted General
Government Aid (UGGA) -- the other major source
of local aid for our cities and towns -- can be used
for general government services.

HOW IS THE FOUNDATION BUDGET
DETERMINED? The Foundation Budget is
determined by taking the individual student
population in 14 different enrollment categories and
multiplying each by the cost rates in 11 different
program areas. The enrollment categories (full list
in graph below) are based on student demographics,
such as how many students in each district are at
the kindergarten level, elementary, middle school
or high school. There are additional enrollment
categories for special needs students, student with
limited English proﬁciency, vocational students and
low income students. The cost rates are broken down

HOW IS CHAPTER 70 SCHOOL AID
DISTRIBUTED? Chapter 70 state aid is
distributed to school districts based on set funding
formulas. Through the annual budget process the
State Legislature and the Governor
set the overall amount of Chapter
70 funds (the total appropriation, or
how big the pie is), but the speciﬁc
distribution to individual school
districts (the apportionment, or how
big each slice is) is determined by
formula and is non-discretionary.
WHAT IS THE CHAPTER
70 FUNDING FORMULA
BASED ON? At its core the
Chapter 70 formula is based on
something called the Foundation
Budget, which is designed to
be a “model school budget”

by category in areas such as administrative
costs, classroom teaching and enrichment
programs, instructional equipment, employee
beneﬁts, maintenance, pupil services and
special education tuition. There is an
additional wage adjustment factor to take
into account regional differences in the labor
market.
WHAT IS THE LOCAL
CONTRIBUTION? The required Local
Contribution (sometime referred to as
Target Share) is the minimum amount each
school district is expected to pay toward its
Foundation Budget. It is designed to represent
each community’s “ability to pay” or how
much local tax revenue a city or town can
reasonably raise and dedicate to the operation
of its schools. The amount is set by formula
and based on a town’s property values and
aggregate resident income. Across the state
there is a wide variation in each community’s
required Local Contribution. The Chapter
70 formula is designed to have a cap of 17.5
percent, so that no community is asked to fund more
than 82.5 percent of its Foundation Budget. In practice
some school districts have historically contributed
more than this amount and there are additional
calculations designed to bring them in line over time.
SO BASICALLY OUR DISTRICT’S CHAPTER
70 AMOUNT = FOUNDATION BUDGET LOCAL CONTRIBUTION? Yes. That’s the
formula in a nutshell. There are of course some added

complexities, but at its core Chapter 70 aid is designed
to ﬁll in the gap between a school district’s Foundation
Budget and its required Local Contribution.
IS THE FOUNDATION BUDGET WHAT
ACTUALLY GETS SPENT? Not usually. The
Foundation Budget represents the minimum amount
required for each school district to provide an adequate
education, but it is a ﬂoor, not a ceiling. Most school
districts spend above the Foundation level, some by
quite a large margin. The
chart above illustrates this
with two very different
school districts, Lynn and
Newton. Newton gets the
minimum amount of state
Chapter 70 aid but chooses
to augment that with local
spending far above what
is required. In Lynn, the
school district receives
a much higher rate of
state aid but spends only
just above the minimum
locally. This chart is using
FY10 ﬁgures, but the
comparison remains the
same.

CHAPTER 70 DATA FOR SOUTH SHORE DISTRICTS (FY15)
Baseline budget
based on
enrollment data
TOWN/
DISTRICT

Minimum the local
school district is
required to put in

Portion the
state pays

Net amount
spent on
school budget

STUDENT
ENROLLMENT

FOUNDATION
BUDGET1

FOUNDATION
BUD. PER PUPIL

REQUIRED
LOCAL CONT.2

ABINGTON

1,952

$18,287,522

$9,368

$12,943,494

$7,423,394

$24,060,492

30.9%

DUXBURY

3,165

$28,945,040

$9,145

$24,862,384

$4,782,129

$35,252,611

13.6%

HANOVER

2,586

$23,675,036

$9,155

$17,821,949

$6,590,764

$27,813,607

23.7%

SILVER LAKEA

1,826

$18,899,966

$10,350

$11,622,559

$7,617,507

$20,636,664

36.9%

MARSHFIELD

4,299

$40,490,934

$9,418

$31,137,078

$13,963,368

$46,108,698

30.3%

NORWELL

2,210

$20,295,768

$9,183

$17,370,172

$3,362,603

$27,779,098

12.1%

PEMBROKE

3,252

$30,579,314

$9,403

$18,171,451

$13,095,032

$32,422,580

40.4%

PLYMOUTH

8,126

$83,619,257

$10,290

$61,240,645

$23,670,917

$103,910,370

22.8%

ROCKLAND

2,253

$23,580,543

$10,466

$12,524,805

$11,055,738

$30,047,300

36.8%

SCITUATE

3,035

$27,783,604

$9,154

238,886,438

$5,110,701

$37,376,351

13.7%

4,067

$38,173,063

$9,386

$15,278,470

$24,120,485

$41,906,785

57.6%
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WHAT’S THE PROCESS YEAR-TO-YEAR
FOR CALCULATING CHAPTER 70 AID? Each
year the Chapter 70 formula takes the prior year’s
aid amount and recalculates the district’s required
Local Contribution and its Foundation Budget. If the
combined amount (prior year + local contribution) is
less than the Foundation Budget then the district will
receive additional foundation aid. If the combined
amount is more than the Foundation Budget, the
district will usually be held harmless. (i.e. not receive
less aid, but will not see an increase, except as noted
in next question.)
To illustrate this process let’s use FY16 data from
Gov. Baker’s budget for Pembroke:
FY16 Foundation Budget =
FY16 Required Contribution =
FY16 foundation aid =

$30,953,452
-$18,758,388
$12,195,064

Compare the foundation aid amount to the previous
year’s Chapter 70 amount:
FY15 Chapter 70 aid =
FY16 foundation aid =

$13,095,032
$12,195,064

FY16 foundation
aid < FY15
Chapter 70 aid
In this case the
prior year’s aid
amount was greater
than the FY16
level. Therefore the
district would not
receive additional
foundation aid
under this scenario.
The formula includes a “hold harmless” provision so
that no school district will see a net reduction in aid
even if their FY15 amount is higher than their FY16
foundation aid (78 districts ﬁt this description across
the state including our example here).
WHAT IS THIS MINIMUM PER PUPIL
INCREASE? For districts that do not see an increase
in Chapter 70 aid because of the local contribution
calculation described above there is an additional
factor to assist them. The state attempts to guarantee
that every school district regardless of their foundation

budget calculation will receive at least a minimum
increase per student over the prior ﬁscal year even if
their enrollment declines. In FY15 this amount was
$25 per student. For FY16 Gov. Baker has proposed
a $20 per student increase. That amount could still be
changed as the FY16 budget process continues.
HOW MANY DISTRICTS GOT MINIMUM
INCREASE IN THE CURRENT FISCAL YEAR?
For our current school year (FY15), 201 school
districts received the minimum $25 per student
increase. Under Gov. Baker’s budget 203 communities
would receive a minimum $20 increase for the next
ﬁscal year (FY16). That ﬁgure is still subject to
change as the FY16 budget process proceeds.
WHAT IS NET SCHOOL SPENDING (NSS)? Net
school spending is a term used to ensure that each
school district is spending the required minimum on
education. It equals Chapter 70 aid plus required Local
Contribution. The term Actual Net School Spending
is computed from each district’s ﬁnancial report
and includes actual school operating expenditures
and school portion of shared municipal costs, but
excludes non-appropriated grants or revolving funds.
This number will almost always be greater than the
district’s Foundation Budget.
SO HOW MUCH OF OUR SCHOOL BUDGET
COMES FROM CHAPTER 70 AID? That
percentage varies widely across the state based on
each community’s Local Contribution. For the current
ﬁscal year (FY15) the city of Lawrence was highest
with 95% of actual net school spending coming from
state Chapter 70 aid. At the low end of the spectrum
there are a handful of communities (Chatham, Weston,
Dover) getting about 6% of their school budget from
Chapter 70. The chart on the previous page includes
these ﬁgures for our area.
WHY DOESN’T OUR FOUNDATION BUDGET
AUTOMATICALLY GO UP EVERY YEAR?
The Foundation Budget is purely a mathematical
calculation derived from multiplying the number
of students in different age levels by different cost
categories. There are many factors that can impact
this equation. A “bubble” of students transitioning
from middle school to high school could have a major
impact on the Foundation Budget. Consequently a
large class of graduating seniors being replaced by a
smaller kindergarten class could also have a dramatic

affect. A dip in enrollment from one year to the next or
an inﬂux of students in a particular “bucket” can also
have a big impact.
HOW DOES A DECLINE IN ENROLLMENT
IMPACT CHAPTER 70? For the same reasons our
Foundation Budget is impacted due to ﬂuctuating
student enrollment so, too, does Chapter 70 aid.
This is a particular problem for school districts that
experience a modest drop in enrollment. Fewer
students does not always result in costs savings. For
example, the loss of a dozen students in one grade
from one year to the next doesn’t mean the district can
just cut out a whole classroom or lay off a teacher. And
ﬁxed costs are remain the same. Yet the Foundation
Budget is still based on the number of students so
the modest enrollment dip can reduce the rate of aid
increase, which is the case in Pembroke and WhitmanHanson this year.
WHAT IS BEING DONE TO ADDRESS
CHANGES IN THE FORMULA? During the most
recent session the Legislature established a Foundation
Budget Review Commission that is tasked with
reviewing the way foundation budgets are calculated
and to make recommendations for potential changes.
The commission has been hosting hearings in different
parts of the state and accepts testimony from the
public. They will be releasing their recommendation
before the end of this ﬁscal year.
HOW CAN I SHARE FEEDBACK FOR
THE FOUNDATION BUDGET REVIEW
COMMISSION? We encourage you to make your
voice heard. You may submit comments directly to the
Commission c/o Senate Co-chairwoman Sonia ChangDiaz and House Co-chairwoman Alice Peisch at State
House, Boston MA 02133, or you are also welcome to
share your comments through Rep. Cutler’s ofﬁce at
josh.cutler@mahouse.gov.
WHAT IS CHAPTER 90 AND HOW DOES THAT
DIFFER FROM CHAPTER 70? Chapter 90 is
the state program to fund local roadway projects.
It differs from other forms of local aid in that it
is a reimbursement program. Each city or town is
allocated a certain amount based on the road miles
and population of their community. These funds can
only be used for maintaining, repairing, improving
and constructing town ways and bridges and other
qualiﬁed road infrastructure needs.

Annual State Budget Processs
STEP 1) Governor releases his budget proposal. (Usually in January but with new administration it
happens ﬁrst week in March.)
STEP 2) Ways & Means hearings held. (March/April)
STEP 3) House Ways & Means Budget released. Amendments, debate and passage of House Budget
(April)
STEP 4) Senate Ways & Means Budget released. Amendments, debate and passage of Senate Budget
(May)
STEP 5) House-Senate Conference Committee appointed to negotiate and resolved differences
between the two branches. Final Conference Committee budget approved and sent to Governor.
(June, though time can vary)
STEP 6) Governor’s actions and legislative overrides. Final state budget signed into law. (June/July)

Local Aid to Pembroke
TOWN OF PEMBROKE - CHERRY SHEET DATA
FY15
FY 16
FY16
FY16
Gov’s Budget
House Budget Senate Budget
$13,095,032
$13,158,612

FY 16
Conf. Committee

Chapter 70
Education Aid
Unrestricted General
$1,495,786
$1,549,634
Government Aid
Chapter	 70	 aid	 flows	 directly	 to	 the	 school	 district	 for	 education	 related	 expenses.	 Unrestricted	 General	 Government	 
Aid	 (UGGA)	 flows	 to	 the	 town	 and	 can	 be	 used	 for	 general	 government	 services.	 For	 the	 full	 cherry	 sheet	 visit
www.mass.gov/dor/local-officials/municipal-data-and-financial-management/cherry-sheets/

For more information...
All state budget documents are posted online at www.malegislature.gov/Budget.
Sen. Vinny deMacedo and Rep. Josh Cutler represent Pembroke in the State Legislature. They welcome your
questions, suggestions or feedback. Sen. deMacedo may be reached at 617-722-1330 or Vinny.deMacedo@
masenate.gov. Rep. Cutler can be reached at 617-722-2014 or Josh.Cutler@mahouse.gov.

Baker’s FY16 budget UGGA is as follows:
FY15 Chapter 90 allotments
Pembroke:
$825,230
Duxbury:
$809,598
Hanson:
$484,469
DIDN’T EXTRA CHAPTER 90 FUNDS GET
RELEASED IN JANUARY? Yes, they did. The
state legislature originally authorized $300 million
in Chapter 90 funds for the current ﬁscal year during
their budget process last spring/summer. The previous
administration only released $200 million of these
funds. Upon taking ofﬁce Gov. Baker released the
remaining $100 million of the funds for FY15 (local
ﬁgures in chart above represent the total amount). This
was not a new appropriation, but rather money that
had already been authorized, just not released. That is
an important distinction with Chapter 70 aid which is
not a reimbursement program. All Chapter 70 funds
ﬂow directly to the school district. Finally, Chapter
90 is funded in part from state gas taxes, which
pursuant to the Mass. Constitution can only be spent
on transportation related expenses. In other words we
can‘t just use these Chapter 90 funds to plug a hole
in our school budget event if we wanted to. (Not to
mention we’ll need those funds for our potholes after
this crazy winter!)
I’VE HEARD SOMETHING ABOUT ‘9C CUTS’,
SHOULD WE WORRY ABOUT THAT? The short
answer is no, not this year. 9C cuts are state budget
cuts that typically come mid-year in response to
shortfalls in the budget, either due to unanticipated
expenses or lower than projected revenue ﬁgures.
Earlier this year the Governor and Legislature passed
a deﬁcit reduction bill to cut spending from the FY15
state budget, including many areas of the executive
branch. However Chapter 70 and other local aid
accounts were not impacted and the governor and the
Legislature have already pledged that they will not be.
IS UNRESTRICTED GENERAL GOVERNMENT
AID (UGGA) THE SAME AS LOTTERY AID?
Essentially yes. In FY2010 the state combined two
forms of local aid formerly referred to as Lottery Aid
and Additional Assistance into one account simply
called Unrestricted General Government Aid (UGGA)
These funds are distributed by the same formula
and ﬂow directly to each city or town. They can be
used for general municipal expenditures. Under Gov.

Gov. Baker FY16 UGGA
Pembroke:
$1,549,634
Duxbury:
$817,139
Hanson:
$1,180,504
WHAT ARE SOME OTHER FORMS OF LOCAL
AID? Chapter 70 and UGGA are the two primary
forms of state aid to our cities and towns. There are
many other line items that directly or indirectly help
our towns. Some of these like Veterans Beneﬁt Aid
or Council on Aging Formula Grants are based on set
criterion, such as how many veterans or senior citizens
live in our community. There are other program
based aid accounts such as Special Education Circuit
Breaker, Charter School Reimbursement, Kindergarten
Expansion Grants, Library Aid, Regional School
Transportation and Homeless Student Transportation.
WHAT ELSE CAN THE LEGISLATURE DO TO
HELP OUR LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS?
Our school districts are already among the most
efﬁcient as evidenced by their low per-pupil spending
ratios. They could do even more though if we reduced
the regulatory burden of state education mandates
and allowed more ﬂexibility, especially for higher
performing districts. Two bills I co-sponsored this
season would help in that regard:
An Act Establishing an Educational Mandate Task
Force (HD2070) Sets up an educational mandate
task force to review existing state mandates on public
schools and districts and to develop recommendations
to streamline, consolidate, or eliminate such mandates
or reporting requirements.
An Act Related to Unfunded Mandates on Public
Schools (HD1684) Requires DESE to conduct
an analysis of all new state laws, regulations, or
administrative directives; including: 1) the cost these
laws and directives have on school districts and its
employees and; 2)the impact they have on time on
learning in the classroom and overall impact on
improving student achievement.
WHERE ELSE CAN I LEARN MORE ABOUT
THE CHAPTER 70 FORMULA? The Department
of Elementary and Secondary Education has a website
with a great deal of information: www.doe.mass.edu/
ﬁnance/chapter70/

